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DISCOV
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are to be
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h 
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Sound and Music
WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
Hand drum
Wooden agogo with mallet

USE THE ITEMS PROVIDED
TO LEARN ABOUT
SOUND AND HOW IT IS
PRODUCED BY MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS.

Kalimba (thumb piano)

• Please return the box with
all equipment packed as
you found it.

Two 440 Hz tuning forks

• Report any missing or
damaged items to the staff.

Two small tumblers
String
Music box mechanism

• Please supervise children
when they use the tuning
forks – they can be
chipped if they are hit hard
rather than tapped lightly,
and they can damage
precious things if used
inappropriately.

What is sound?
Sound is created, and carried from its
source to your ear, by vibration of solid,
liquid or gas molecules. Sound travels
fastest through a solid because its
molecules are more tightly packed than
those of a liquid or gas.
Sound travels through air at about 340
metres per second. It cannot travel
through a vacuum.

feel the vibration. Tap it again, hold its
stem against a table and note whether
this increases (amplifies) its sound.
Note whether the pitch changes when
the sound increases. Draw a diagram
of the fork and the sound it produces.
• Partly fill a small bowl with water
and place it on the table. Tap the fork
and briefly touch the surface of the
water with it. Touch it again. Describe
what you observe. Explain what
happened to the energy you provided
to the tines.

• Tap your hand on a table and listen.
Place one ear on the table and tap
again. Compare the sound that travels • Make sounds with your body: click,
through the table to the sound that
clap, slap, hum, sing, whistle, buzz,
travels through the air. Repeat with
hiss and whisper. Touch your throat to
softer and louder tapping. Write down
feel your voice box (larynx) vibrating
your observations.
while you speak loudly and softly.
Keep your hand there while you sing
• HOLD the music box mechanism
high and low notes. What differences
and turn the handle. Observe how
do you notice? Does your larynx
it plays a tune on a tiny metal comb.
vibrate when you whisper?
Long before programs were written
for computers, stored programs
• Vary the pitch as you whistle and
were created to play music in this
note how you achieve this.
way. Place the device on a table and
turn the handle. The sound is louder
because the table acts as a resonator,
By tapping a tuning fork
just as a music box would. Sketch
the device and write a brief account
you provide energy that
of how it works. Did you notice
makes its tines vibrate at a
which teeth of the comb produce the
particular frequency (number
highest and lowest notes?
of vibrations per second) to
• HoldING a tuning fork by its stem,
tap one of its tines on your knee and
then hold it close to your ear. You
should hear a clear note, but it is not
very loud. Tap it again and watch the
tines moving. Touch a tine lightly and
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produce sound of a particular
pitch (how high or low the note
sounds). Musicians listen to
that sound and adjust (tune)
their instruments to match it.

What is resonance?
The two tuning forks in the kit vibrate at
the same frequency. When one vibrates,
it can cause the other to vibrate, a
phenomenon called resonance.
• Hold one tuning fork and tap it on
your knee. Bring it close to the other
fork, but do not touch it. Tap one fork
and bring the ends of their stems
together. Tap one fork and stand both
on a table. Does the second fork start
ringing in any of these experiments?
Write down your observations.

Some people say you can
hear the sea if you hold a
shell against your ear. You
really hear a selection of the
noise around you. Notes that
resonate in the shell sound the
strongest. Other hollow shapes
produce the same effect if you
hold them to your ear.
• Hold one of the tumblers over your
ear and listen. Turn it to catch more
sound, while resting one edge behind
your ear. Repeat this experiment
outdoors. What would you say to
someone who told you they can hear
the sound of the sea in a shell?

• TAKE some string and stretch it
between your hands (or that of a
helper). Pluck the string – watch
and listen. Resonance is something
absorbing energy at a particular
frequency and vibrating at that
frequency more strongly than others.
The energy of your ‘pluck’ causes the
stretched string to vibrate between
the points it is being held.
The ‘resonant’ frequency depends on
the system - in this case the stretched
string resonates at one frequency (i.e.
pitch) and changes as you shorten
the string or pull it tighter.  The same
pluck energy results in a different
tone resonating when you change the
string. This is often a standing wave
(which is in the string).
• EXPERIMENT by changing how much
of the string you are holding (say, hold
it half way and pluck), and also how
tight the string is held (it’s tension).
Does the sound change when
plucked? What about trying strings of
different diameter and density (e.g.
wool or cotton thread)?
• Ask a parent or friend to film
you introducing, performing and
commenting on this experiment. Don’t
forget to mention this Spark kit and
your local library in your introduction.
Share the video with family and
friends.
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How do we hear?
Hearing relies on resonance. Sound
travels along your ear canal and makes a
thin oval membrane (eardrum) resonate.
Three tiny bones (hammer, anvil and
stirrup) amplify the vibrations of your
eardrum and conduct them to the oval
window. Movement of this membrane
sends vibrations through liquid inside the
spiral cochlea.
Each frequency makes particular hair
cells in the cochlea resonate, creating
electrical signals that are conducted to
the brain by the auditory nerve. Your
brain interprets these electrical signals,
allowing you to hear.
Sound that reaches your ear through
your skull also makes the hammer, anvil
and stirrup vibrate, sending signals to the
brain via the oval window, cochlea and
auditory nerve.
Have you ever felt loud music through
the floor? Have you felt it hit you in the
chest or throb through your skull? Deaf
people can enjoy music in these ways,
and they process it in the same part of
the brain that hearing people use to
interpret sound.
• Record your voice and play it
back. It sounds strange because you
normally hear your voice through
both your skull and the air. To hear
your voice through your skull, speak
softly, at high and low pitches, with
your fingers in your ears. Which pitch
sounds stranger?
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• Go for a walk, taking a notebook and
pen. Write down all the things that you
hear, from children’s voices to braking
vehicles, magpie song to rustling
leaves.
• Your ears are amazing because they
can hear so many things at once.
Imagine your eardrum, less than a
square centimetre in area, vibrating
in a very complex way to transmit
several sounds at the same time.
Imagine your brain cells analysing
electrical signals from your cochlea so
you can hear all those sounds – and
know what direction they came from.
• Clap your hands in your lounge
room, bedroom and bathroom. Which
room has the best echoes? Try to find
a place (perhaps a stairwell, cave or
tunnel) that has good echoes.
• Read about Australian scientist
Graeme Clark, inventor of the
cochlear implant (and the sound
processor that works with it) for
profoundly deaf people, on the
Cochlear company website.

How does a stringed
instrument work?
A violin or guitar player rubs or plucks the
strings to make them vibrate. This causes
the soundboard to vibrate, which causes
the air inside the instrument to vibrate.
The thickest string makes the lowest
sound, and the thinnest one makes the
highest sound. The player produces
more notes by pressing the strings onto
the fingerboard to shorten the length
that’s free to vibrate.
• Make a six-note rubber band guitar
using the tumblers and a hardcover
book (or a sturdy box). Find some
rubber bands of different lengths and
thicknesses. Stretch two of them over
the book. Slip a tumbler, open side

up, under each rubber band. Tune
your guitar by adjusting the positions
of the tumblers so that plucking each
section of the rubber bands produces
a pleasant sound. Experiment with
the sounds your guitar makes with
different rubber bands, and play some
simple tunes. Does a shorter or longer
section of the same rubber band
produce a higher pitch when plucked?
Observe how each section vibrates.
Slip an ordinary fork under the
rubber bands on the under-side of
the book so you can play more notes.
Draw your instrument and write some
notes on the sounds it produces.

Sound is modified
by the environment.
It is reflected off hard
surfaces and absorbed by
soft surfaces. This is taken
into account when
designing public
buildings, especially
theatres.

Professor Graeme Clark, pioneer of
the multi-channel cochlear implant.
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How do percussion
instruments work?
• CLAP along to some music, and then
dance in time with it. When you do
this you respond to its rhythm, which
is also called beat or timing.

• Play the kalimba (which is also called
a thumb piano). Hold it in your hands
and play it with your thumbs, or place
it on a table and use your fingers to
play tunes. Describe the differences
between the sounds of the drum,
a-go-go and kalimba.

• Play the hand drum with your fingers, • Create a drum kit using household
containers made from different
while resting your hands on its edge.
materials. Use a plastic pen as a
Start by using two fingers on each
drumstick, holding it loosely between
hand. Create patterns in time, with
finger and thumb. Write notes on the
taps and pauses, and repeat them
sounds made by different shapes and
to make a pleasing rhythm. Vary the
materials.
loudness by tapping more or less
firmly. Once you have created a
• Sketch yourself investigating the
rhythmic pattern, practise it so you
sounds of percussion instruments.
can speed up your playing.
• Listen to virtuoso percussionist
• Play the drum with the palms of your
Evelyn Glennie’s TED talk, ‘How to
hands and with your knuckles.
truly listen’. Ask a parent to watch it
with you so you can discuss Glennie’s
• Play the wooden a-go-go by tapping
work and her message.
and rubbing the mallet on different
parts of it. Create rhythmic patterns
www.ted.com/talks/evelyn_glennie_
that are pleasing to your ear, and ask
shows_how_to_listen?language=en
a friend to film you playing them.
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How do other
instruments work?
When a woodwind or brass instrument is
played, a column of air inside it vibrates.
Pitch depends on the length of the
column.
The player shapes their throat, mouth
and lips to direct a stream of air through
their instrument. This action, called
embouchure, is different for each
instrument.
To initiate sound in some instruments, the
player vibrates a reed with their mouth.
Some brass players must buzz with their
lips. Other players blow air across a sharp
edge.
Some instruments consist of pipes of
different lengths. In others, the length of
the vibrating air column in a single pipe
is altered by placing fingers or valves
over holes at set distances along it. And
a trombone player slides one tube over
another to change the length of the
instrument itself.

• Flatten the end of a drinking straw
and cut a V out of it. Try blowing
with the cut end between your lips
to simulate the vibration of a reed.
Shorten the air column by cutting
a section off the end of the straw
and note how the sound changes.
Cut straws to different lengths or
join straws together to make reed
instruments that produce different
sounds.
• Take a deep breath and make a
buzzing sound with your lips. If you
find this hard, bring the back of your
hand up to your mouth and blow a
raspberry. Do you think you could
keep buzzing while playing a tune on
the trumpet?
• Can you play a recorder? Do you
know exactly how you vibrate the
air column inside it by blowing into
its mouthpiece? If not, see ‘How
recorders work’ on Philippe Bolton’s
website (the illustration below is
based on his diagrams).

• Find some empty plastic bottles and
line them up in order of height. Look in
a mirror and press your lips together so
you can hardly see them. Take a deep
breath and pretend to spit out a pip.
Using this embouchure, blow straight
across the top of a bottle until you hear
a strong sound. Repeat with the other
bottles. Write down your observations
of the relationship between height of
the air column and pitch.
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Our ears hear things that
vibrate between 20 and 20,000
times per second
(hertz, abbreviated Hz).
Dogs can hear up to
30,000 Hz, and dolphins
to 120,000 Hz.

For assistance, further information or general feedback,
please send an email to spark@childrensdiscovery.org.au

